Modular Stainless Steel and Powder Coat Metal Cabinetry Solutions

What We Do
We specialize in all types of modular stainless steel and anti-microbial powder coated steel cabinets that kills germs.

Applications
- Hospitals
- Pathology Labs
- Emergency Rooms
- Morgues
- Operating Rooms
- Laboratories
- Schools & Universities
- Crime Labs
- Medical Research Labs
- Scientific Research Facilities
- Evidence Handling Areas
- Fire Stations

Contracts
Most products are available on GSA Federal Purchasing Contract, National Joint Powers Alliance, or TXMAS State Purchasing Contract and multiple hospital buying agreements.

Contact us today for a complimentary space analysis valued at $495.00.

(800) 803-1083
info@southwestsolutions.com
www.southwestsolutions.com
Modular Crime Lab Casework
Crime Lab cabinets provide a sterile environment to protect evidence against contamination. Cabinets are constructed in a wide range of reconfigurable components that can be easily changed when your needs change.

Multifunctional Laboratory Benches
These powder coated steel cabinets with stainless steel drawer fronts and chemical epoxy resin tops incorporate gas, vacuum, water, data and electrical lines into each bench for total changeability.

Modular Laboratory Casework
Design your lab the way you want including ergonomic electronic lift mechanisms, casters, overhead shelves, pull-out worksurfaces, keyboards, and all types of sinks, faucets, valves and safety equipment.

Modular Steel Casework
Modular cabinets can be provided in any size, material, worksurface, accessories. Customize cabinets heights and widths to create an efficient workflow environment.

Modular Steel Cabinetry
Ability to provide a mixture of both durable and aesthetically pleasing cabinet configurations. Modular power components integrated into lab cabinet construction with lifetime warranty.

Schedule an appointment or educational luncheon with us! We will come to your facility & educate you on the latest designs in modular casework & storage technology.
Call (800) 803-1083 for more information.
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